
Directions from the South and Hewanorra International Airport (UVF)
60 minute drive, 35 kilometers, click here to see on Google maps

Turn right leaving the airport and follow the coastal road into Vieux Fort. Turn right again in town
at the small roundabout. Then keep to the left onto St Jude’s Highway and drive up the western
side of the Island to Soufrière which will take about 45 minutes.

Arriving in Soufrière, turn left at the main square and then right. Continue straight and cross the
bridge over the river. The cemetery will be on your left. Just before a sign for the Hummingbird
Hotel, veer left onto the Anse Chastanet road. Follow the road past the hotel on your left, and up a
very steep, bumpy hill. The road will sweep around to the right. After half a mile at the road’s
highest point, take your first right onto a road which is slightly smoother. Follow this road up and
to the right around a hairpin bend with Tamarind House on your right. Continue straight to the end
of the drive and arrive at Cosmos St Lucia.

Directions from the North and George FL Charles (Vigie) Airport
90 minute drive, 45 kilometers, click here to see on Google maps

Head east on the Peninsular Road to exit the airport. At the roundabout, take the forth exit onto
John Compton Highway that turns left to Castries. Arriving in Castries, continue straight over a
roundabout. Take the next right onto Manoel St with the market on your right. Carry-on this road
that will take you out of town onto the Millennium Highway. At the first large roundabout, go left
to continue on the highway up a steep hill.Turn right at a T junction and stay on this road that will
wind  its  way  south  to  Soufrière,  passing  the  charming  seaside  towns of  Anse  La  Raye  and
Canaries.

Arriving in Soufrière at  the bottom of a steep hill,  turn immediately right after a sign for the
Hummingbird Hotel. Follow the road past the hotel on your left, and up a very steep, bumpy hill.
The road will sweep around to the right. After half a mile at the road’s highest point, take your
first right onto a private road which is slightly smoother. Follow this road take your first right onto
a road which is slightly smoother. Follow this road up and to the right around a hairpin bend with
Tamarind House on your right. Continue straight to the end of the drive and arrive at Cosmos St
Lucia.

NB:  If you have any problems en route, please contact Cosmos House Manager Shermika 
+1 (758) 519-8476 or shermika@cosmosstlucia.com

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Hewanorra+International+Airport,+near,+Caribbean,+Saint+Lucia/Cosmos+St+Lucia,+Anse+Chastanet+Rd,+Mamin,+St+Lucia/@13.7945725,-61.0738886,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x8c40f2ccd527c75b:0xf8a8eea96a9c23f9!2m2!1d-60.9502706!2d13.7363263!1m5!1m1!1s0x8c4089984724db9d:0x636c5d3c82c07953!2m2!1d-61.0685199!2d13.8609471!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/George+F.L.+Charles+Airport,+Saint+Lucia/Cosmos+St+Lucia,+Anse+Chastanet+Rd,+Mamin,+St+Lucia/@13.9400634,-61.0965849,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x8c4067ae20f45209:0x221adc75c0f82862!2m2!1d-60.9949356!2d14.0203362!1m5!1m1!1s0x8c4089984724db9d:0x636c5d3c82c07953!2m2!1d-61.0685199!2d13.8609471!3e0

